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The molecule 1,1,2-trifiuroethane (TFE) was used in experiments to determine the population 
distribution of excited molecule3 produced by infrared multiphoton absorption induced by high 
power TEA C02 1asers operating at 1079.85 cm -1 [9.6I"m R (22) line]. Optoacoustic 
measurements of absorbed laser power proVided a measure of the mean energy of the population 
distribution, wl11je very low pressure photolysis measurements of the collision-free decomposition 
yield gave information about the high,energy tan of the distribution. The experimental results 
were accurately simulated using a Master Equa.tion model that incorporated Quack's statistical
dynamical theory of infrared mUltiphoton absorption (cases B and C), RRKM unimolecuJar 
reactions (three channels), and collisional energy transfer. The computer simulations included 
known TFE mo1ec'lJlar properties and oIlly four Ildjustable pl~ra.meters, which were very highly 
constrained in order to fit the {lxperiInt"Iltal data.. From the simuJatio,lS, 'We conclude that the 
opticaJ coupling matrix elements are dnunaHcaHy reduced in ma.g:llitude for energies above the 
reaction thresholds. This effect is symptomatic of the vibrational anllannonicity due to the 
presence of the reaction channels, even in molecuk>s that have not yet reacted, resulting in 
vibrational frequency shifts ofthe absorption lines out of resonance with the laser line. This effect 
is expected to be present and ohservable in oth!!r highly vibrationally excited molecules. 

INTRODUCTION 

A little more than ten years ago, great interest was 
aroused by the first observations of chemical reactions in
duced by infrared lasers.! The observations couJd only be 
explained if isolated molecules absorbed many infrared pho
tons, leading to bond fission and molecular elimination reac
tions. Because not aU irnldiated molecules absorb the same 
number of photons, the ;:;:.()l>ulatjoJ:i distributions are pro
duced with substantial energy dispersions. 

Despite the broad population distributions, IR-multi
photon absorption has great potential as a useful1aboratory 
tool because of two features: (1) many molecules absorb light 
from powerful infrared (e.g., CO2) lasers and therefore the 
effect is general, and (2) almost aU irradiated molecules are 
excited to relatively high vibrational energies. By varying 
laser power, wavelength, and other parameters, the average 
energyofthe population can be controlled, much as the aver
age energy can be controlled in thermal systems by changing 
the temperature. Until the population distributions are bet
ter characterized, however, the usefulness of IRMPA is li
mited, despite its potential as a laboratory tool. 

Although hundreds of publications have described 
IRMPA and several excellent reviews have been published, I 

-I All of the experimental work was carried out at SRI International and was 
supported by the U.S. Army Research Office. 

bl Address correspondence to this author. 

the details of the popu]ation distributions in large molecules 
are stiH not well known, but only have been inferred from 
limited measurements2

•
3 and from theoretical calculations. 

1n this paper, two experimental techniques (VLP<1> measure
ment of decomposition yields4 and optoacoustic measure
ment of absorbed laser power were employed along with a 
Master Equation theoretical mode16 to obtain improved esti
mates of the population distributions produced by IRMP A. 
:Sy using more than one experimental technique, the theo
retical modeling is highly constrained, leading to reliable 
estimates for the population distributions. A third experi
mental technique, infrared fluorescence spectroscopy, was 
also appJied in this study and it shows exceUent consistency 
with the other techniques, but it has not been independently 
calibrated and so it is described separately in the following 
paper. 7 

1,l,2-trifluorethane (TFE) was chosen for the experi
ments for several reasons: 

(1) A vibrational assignmentS has been made and TFE 
has a strongly absorbing C-F stretch mode near 1076 cm -1, 

suitable for pumping with a CO2 laser. 
(2) TFE has simple unimolecular reactions (HF molecu

lar eliminations by three reaction pathways), which have al
ready been thoroughly investigated in thermal and chemical 
activation experiments.9 These molecular elimination reac
tions do not lead to secondary chemistry, simplifying inter
pretation of the results. 
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CF2H-CFHz-CF2 = CH2 + HF (A) 

-cis- or trans-CFH = CFH + HF (B) 

-+:CF-CFHz + HF 

-cis- or trans-CFH = CFH + HF. (C) 

(3) The internal and external rotations in TFE are rela
tively massive and they have low symmetry, producing a 
high density of optically accessible vibrational states, which 
enhances the efficiency of IRMP A. Moreover, the wide dis
persion of the vibrational frequencies produces a "filled-in" 
density of states, with few regions oflow state density, except 
at very low energy. 

(4) The C-H stretch mode frequencies are conveniently 
separated from the frequencies of other modes in TFE, re
ducing the spectroscopic resolution requirements in the in
frared fluorescence experiments. 7 

(5) The bimolecular reactions of TFE with atoms and 
simple free radicals are expected to be straightforward and 
suitable for studies of the effects of vibrational energy on 
bimolecular reactivity. 

The usefulness ofTFE has been borne out in the experi
ments reported here. High IRMPD yields were obtained and 
the experimental observations were entirely in accord with 
the qualitative expectations, The results are highly consis
tent and they lead to better knowledge of the properties of 
highly vibrationally excited molecules, as described in the 
following sections. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The VLP <P technique for measurement of collision-free 
IR multiphoton decomposition (IRMPD) yields has been de
scribed elsewhere in detaiI,4 except for a few modifications. 
Gases at low pressure (,20 mTorr) are irradiated in a 2 cm 
diam by 10 cm long Knudsen cell equipped. with KCI win
dows. The gas escapes through an aperture at a rate depen
dent only on the mean molecular velocity, the cell volume, 
and the area of the aperture. In the present experiments, the 
escape aperture was fabricated from a Teflon-bore greaseless 
stopcock in order to have continuous control of the residence 
time. Since the stopcock could not be reproducibly reset to 
known aperture areas, 1 Torr Baratron capacitance manom
eter (model 223A) was used to monitor gas pressure in the 
cell directly. The residence time T is given bylO 

T=PV""uNo!(RTFA), (1) 

where P is the observed pressure, V cell is the cell volume, No 
is Avogadro's number, R is the gas law constant, T the tem
perature, and FA is the measured gas fl.ow rate (measured by 
timing the rate of pressure increase in a calibrated volume); 
the escape rate constant is 7'- I. 

The composition of the gas escaping from the cell is 
monitored by a modulated molecular beam mass spectrom
eter, as described elsewhere. 11 For this purpose, a Finnegan 
Spectrascan 400 quadrupole mass spectrometer was used 
with an SRI-built "peak picker" for selection of specific 
mass peaks. The output of the quadrupole was amplified 
with a PAR model 181 charge-sensitive preamplifier and the 
modulated signal was isolated from background with an Ith-

aco model 391 lock-in amplifier, locked to the 200 Hz tun
ing-fork chopper (Bulova Time Products). For futher signal 
averaging, the output from the lock-in was captured and 
stored by a Nicolet model IOn signal averager, which was 
interfaced with a DEC LSI 11/2 computer for storage of the 
data on floppy disks and subsequent analysis. 

Two CO2 TEA lasers were used in the experiments: a 
low repetition rate laser (Lumonics model K103), which can 
deliver > 5 J/pulse at < 0.25 Hz, and a high repetition rate 
laser (Tachisto, model 555G), which can deliver" I J/pulse 
at up to 22 Hz. For most experiments, the lasers were operat
ed on the 9.6 Jim R (22) line (1079.85 cm- I

) and, in many 
experiments, a three-power Gallilean telescope (Janos Tech
nology) was used to concentrate the beam. Laser pulse ener
gy was monitored continuously with a vol.ume-absorbing ca
lorimeter (Scientech, Inc.) connected to a strip-chart record
er. Under our operating conditions, the thyratron-triggered 
Tachisto laser showed pulse-to-pulse energy variations of 
about ± 5%, while the older, spark-gap-triggered Lumon
ics showed variations of more than ± 20%. 

Laser fluence was determined by the measured laser 
pulse energy, divided by the laser beam cross-sectional area. 
When the telescope was not used, the laser beam cross sec
tion was defined by an iris diaphram positioned before the 
entrance window. When the beam was concentrated by the 
telescope, the area was determined by scanning a pinhole in a 
two-dimensional survey across the beam, and applying the 
lie criterion. The areas so defined were very similar to the 
patterns produced on thermal printer paper, which was used 
for quick checks of beam area. Additional confidence in the 
printer-paper measurements was gained by measuring the 
beam area before, and after the telescope: within ± 10%, 
the ratio of the beam areas was 1/9. Laser fluence inside the 
cell was assumed to equal that measured at the cell entrance, 
because reflection losses from the entrance window are near
ly compensated by back reflections from the exit window 
and the sman residual correction is much less than the esti
mated ± 30% uncertainty in the absolute fluence. 

The laser fiuence was varied in crude steps by attenu
ation with polyethylene films; fine adjustments to the fluence 
were made by varying the high voltage settings on the laser. 
At high repetition rates, the pol.yethyl.ene films were cooled 
with a stream of compressed air to prevent their deformation 
and melting. 

For both lasers, the far-field pattern had hot and cold 
zones that differed from the average fluence by 20% to 30%. 
These patterns depended on laser alignment and optical path 
from the laser to the cell, but they were somewhat reproduc
ible, and their presence did not seem to affect the results. The 
overall intensity profile of the beam from each laser was ap
proximately trapezoidal, similar to the profile measured in 
earlier work. 12 

IRMPD yields were determined using two variations of 
the VLP4.> technique: single-shot accumulation, or fast-repe
tition quasi-steady-state depletion. The first method has 
been described previously. The quasi-steady-state depletion 
method used the fast repetition rate capability of the Ta
chisto laser to repeat laser shots many times during the gas 
residence time. Since each parcel of gas was irradiated many 
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times prior to exiting the cell, larger depletions of reactant 
gas were generated, allowing measurement of smaller yields
per-shot that could be attained using the single-shot accu
mulation technique. Tests showed that 1,1-difluoroethylene 
(the only ethylene reaction product commercially available: 
PCR, Inc.) does not absorb the laser photons. The reported 
vibrational frequencies of 1, I-difluoroethylene and of cis
and trans-l,2-difluoroethylene (the other products) indicate 
that they will not absorb at the laser wavelength. 13 (Yields 
were also measured optoacoustica11y, as described below.) 

In the absorbed laser energy experiments, the cell was a 
Pyrex cylinder (4 em diam X 30 cm long) equipped with inlet 
and outlet stopcocks to facilitate gas flow, and O-ring con
nectors to accommodate end and side windows and the elec
trical feedthrough for the electret microphone/preamplifier 
(Knowles, BT-1759). The output from the microphone/ 
preamplifier was further amplified (Tektronix model 
AM502) and captured with a transient recorder (Biomation 
model 805) interfaced to the Nicolet signal averager. By posi
tioning the microphone near the laser beam, the initial 
acoustic wave generated by the absorbed energy strikes the 
microphone before the waves reflected from the cell wans 
can cause interferences; thus, only the first maximum in the 
complex signal was deemed significant. Experiments were 
repeated (16-256 shots) until a statistical precision of 
± 2%-3% was achieved. 

The optoacoustic method was also adapted for measure
ment of yield vs fiuence data at pressures too high for the 
VLP$ technique. The procedure was to introduce a known 
TFE/argon mixture into the optoacoustic cell and measure 
the OA signal at a low fiuence. The gas mixture was then 
irradiated for a known number of laser shots at the higher 
fluence to be investigated; the static gas mixture was deplet
ed by this irradiation. Following irradiation, the OA signal 
was again measured at low fluence to detennine the amount 
of depletion, from which the IRMPD yield-per-shot was de
termined, the reaction products (at room temperature) do 
not interfere by absorption of laser light. Small air leaks li
mited the durations of data acquisition runs and the lowest 
pressures attainable, but useful data were obtained, as de
scribed in the Results section. 

1,1,2-trifluoroethane was obtained commercially (peR, 
Inc.) and was used after degassing in a grease-free high vacu
um line. Gas purity was checked with a gas chromatograph/ 
mass spectrometer (Varian, Inc.) and the major impurity was 
found to be 1,1, l-trifluoroethane (about 0.1 %). 

RESULTS 

IRMPD yields vs fluence 

The two versions of the VLP<P technique were used to 
obtain most oftne data on IRMPD yields, but these methods 
were complemented by the optoacoustic technique, which is 
suitable for measuring the effect of pressure. High fluence 
results were obtained using the Lumonics laser and lower 
fluence measurements were made with the high repetition 
rate Tachisto laser. At high fluences, the principal source of 
error was the fluctuation of laser power; long-term drift and 
instability of the mass spectrometer were the limiting factors 
at low fluence. The minimum uncertainty achieved with the 

single-shot accumulation method corresponds to about 
± 2%-3%, as determined in blank runs. Yields of that or

der, or lower were not reliably measured using the single
shot accumulation method in our experiments. However, by 
using the high repetition rate laser, each parcel of gas enter
ing the VLP$ cell is irradiated 10-12 times during its resi
dence time, improving the precision of the yield measure
ments by a factor of 5-10. 

The results obtained at 1079.85 em -1 using both meth
ods and both lasers show very good consistency, even when 
the laser beam mode structure is deliberately varied. As a 
test, the area of irradiation was changed from 2.7 to 0.78 
cm2

, using the Lumonics laser, and the results were indistin
guishable from those obtained using a 0.42 cm2 beam from 
the Tachisto. Because of the insensitivity of the results to 
beam spatial modes, deconvolution12 of the spatial profile 
was not attempted, although an iterative approach based on 
the calculated results would be feasible (and time consum
ing). 

Tests were carried out to eliminate other possible 
sources of experimental artifacts. For example, the residence 
time in the cell was held constant at 0.88 s and the cell pres
sure was varied from 0.8 to 20 mTorr without significantly 
affecting the results obtained; at higher pressures, the yields 
decreased slightly. In another test, the gas flow rate was held 
constant and the residence time was varied from 0.10 to 0.56 
s, without affecting the results. 

All of these data are presented in Fig. 1, where the data 
sets show excellent consistency. The data are plotted on 
probability graph paper as a log-normal cumulative distribu
tion, because it has been shown that for many IRMPD theo
retical models and some experimental data, such a presenta
tion gives straight lines. 14 

The optoacoustic measurements of yield vs fluence were 
carried out at pressures ranging from 1.5 m Torr TFE diluted 
in 33 mTorr argon, up to pressures as hig;h as 10 Torr, as 
presented in Fig. 2. The most extensive optoacoustic data set 
corresponds to a total pressure of about 35 mTorr. These 
data show the same fluence dependence as the collision-free 
data, except that the absolute yields are lower, due to the 
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FIG_ I. Decomposition yields vs ftuence at 1079.85 em- t • Key: O-Lu
manics laser; 0-Taehisto laser; ""'Tachisto laser. very large number of 
laser shots. 
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FIG. 2. Decomposition yield dependence on pressure, determined by the 
optoacoustic method. The curves are schematic. Upper curve: 2.7 J cm -2; 
absolute uncertainties are ± 2%. Lower curve: 0.9 J cm -2; absolute uncer
tainties are ± 0.2%. 

higher pressures used and, perhaps, to small systematic er
rors in the ftuence measurements. 

The two series of optoacoustic measurements presented 
in Fig. 2 show the different effects of pressure on IRMPD 
yields at different laser ftuences. At high ftuence, the yield is 
not greatly affected, except at relatively high argon pres
sures. At low ftuences, however, the yields are strongly af
fected by argon pressure over the entire range of pressure 
investigated. 

Optoacoustic measurements of absorbed laser power 

Calibration 

The optoacoustic signals depend on gas composition, 
pressure, collisional energy transfer rates, laser energy, beam 
diameter, and spatial position of the microphone [see Ref. 
5(d) for a fuller discussion], and careful calibration was nec
essary. Absolute calibration factors were obtained by using 
the absorption cross section as measured over a path length 
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of 30.5 em and using the Tachisto laser and the Scientech 
power meter; Beer's Law fully described the experimental 
data. The absorption cross section measured in this way 
[(3.46 ± 0.35) X 10-9 cm2l is about a factor of 2 larger than 
that measured with a Digilab FfIR with 0.1 em -1 resolu
tion [(2.0 ± 0.2)x 10- 19 cm2l. We concluded that the laser 
measurement is more pertinent to our experiments, consid
ering the complex spectrum (Fig. 3) and possible coupling 
mechanisms that may be operative at high laser power. 

At sufficiently low fiuence, most molecules absorb no 
more than one photon and decomposition is not important. 
Extensive calibrations were carried out at low fiuences by 
measuring the microphone signal for a fixed set of "hard
ware parameters" (e.g., fiuence, laser beam diameter, and 
location of the microphone) and a fixed partial pressure of 
TFE diluted in various pressures of argon. The parameters 
were varied. systematically to determine the saturation limit 
of the microphone and the effects of the parameters. For 
fixed laser beam spatial parameters and for TFE highly di
luted in argon, the microphone signal was found to depend 
primarily on absorbed laser energy and slightly on argon 
pressure. The instrument response was directly proportional 
to absorbed laser power as long as the microphone was not 
overloaded. The calibration factors were found to depend 
linearly on log(pressure) for a wide range of experimental 
parameters, as shown in Fig. 4, where the calibration factor 
is given byS(dl 

F=SOACM/EA. (2) 

Here, S OA is the microphone signal (arbitrary voltage units), 
C M is the total heat capacity of the gas mixture at constant 
volume, and EA is the absorbed energy per unit length. 
Based on Beer's law at the small absorbance limit and the 
measured cross section CT, EA is given by 

(3) 

where E L is the laser pulse energy and [TFE] is the TFE 
concentration in convenient units. For interpretation of the 
absorbed laser energy measurements, a least-squares fit to 

1,1,2- TRIFLUOROETHANE 

(20 \orr,109cm path) 

1080 1060 1040 1020 1000 

FREQUENCY (eml) 

FIG. 3. Infrared spectrum of 1,I,2-triftuoroethane near 1100 cm- I . FfIR spectrum obtained with :::;:0.1 em-I resolution; for vibrational assignment, see 
Ref. 8. 
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the experimental calibration data was used, as shown in the 
figure. 

Absorbed laser energy measurements 

Using the experimental calibration curve, we can deter
mine the absorbed energy, based on the observed micro
phone signal and the gas composition. To place the absorbed 
energy on the molecular scale, it is conveniently expressed as 
the average number of absorbed photons per molecule, given 
by 

(4) 

where hvo is the laser photon energy and the other factors 
have been identified above. Using this expression places the 
absorbed energy on a reduced scale, enabling direct com
parisons of absorbed energies obtained under widely differ
ent conditions. 

Experiments were carried out to determine the effects of 
added argon and laser f1uence on (n). Uswll1y, better results 
were obtained in static experiments than in flowing gas sys
tems, which suffered from fluctuations in total pressure and 
in gas composition. Care was taken to avoid depietion of the 
TFE in experiments with high laser fluence. The results are 
presented in Fig. 5, and they show no significant dependence 
on pressure for fluences up to about 2 J cm - 2. The results are 
highly consistent, with a relative uncertainty of about ± 5% 
and an absolute uncertainty estimated at about ± 30%, 
mostly due to the uncertainty in the fluence and energy mea
surements that went into calibration of the microphone. 

At the highest fiuences, decomposition of the TFE dur
ing the laser pulse may become significant, affecting the sim
ple interpretation of the results. Although the reactions are 
slightly endothermic and can affect the optoacoustic signal 
to a small extent, the major uncertainty is due to the un
known extent of absorption of the laser photons by vibra
tionally hot reaction products. In the infrared fluorescence 
measurements on this system,7 direct evidence was obtained 
for secondary photolysis of the products. 
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FIG. 5. Average number of photons absorbed per molecule vs fluence. Ar
gon pressures: V-Q.5 Torr; 0-1.0 Torr; 6,-20.0 Torr; 0-10.0 Torr; 
dashed line: Master Equation calculation. 

MASTER EQUATION MODEL 

The basic Master Equation approach to simulating ex
periments such as these has been described in detail,6 except 
for several significant improvements. Essentially, the ap
proach l5 used Monte Carlo techniques to simulate random 
walks of individual molecules in energy space, subject to the 
properties of the molecule and its interactions with the laser 
photons. 16 Many such "trajectories" are calculated and the 
results are averaged, or otherwise stored for examination. 
Other than that used in calculating the vibrational densities 
of states, no intrinsic "graining" is imposed on the physics of 
the system, unlike approaches that use an "energy-grained" 
Master Equation. Thus, convergence of the solutions does 
not depend on grain size, although the precision obtainable 
depends on the number of trajectories calculated, as is usual 
in Monte Carlo simulations. 16 

The physical processes considered in the model inc1ude 
optical absorption and stimu:!ated emission, collisional ener
gy transfer, infrared fluorescence, and up to three unimole
cu]ar reaction channels; several models for some of these 
processes have been incorporated in the computer code as 
options.6 

The Master Equation implementation has been signifi
cantly improved in several ways for present purposes. First, 
an densities of vibrational states are now calculated from 
exact counts of states, 17 rather than from the Whitten-Ra
binovitch approximation 18 used earlier. For TFE, an energy 
grain of 25 cm - I has proved to be adequate for the calcula
tions. The densities of states for the first 2500 cm -I of inter
nal energy are stored in a lOO-element array; in addition, the 
densities for the first 50 000 cm - I are stored in a second 100-
element array. The density of states at any energy up to 
50000 cm -I is selected by interpolation between elements in 
one of these two arrays. Incorporation of exact state counts 
has made little difference in computed results, except for the 
distribution of initial energies selected. For example, now 
the thermal distribution is much more accurately produced, 
compared to the somewhat shifted version obtained6 using 
the Whitten-Rabinovitch approximation. 
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The other improvements are concerned with the optical 
pumping and stimulated emission segments ofthe model. In 
addition to the former capability to consider a laser intensity 
that is constant for the entire duration of a trajectory and a 
laser pulse shape that decays exponentially, additional pro
vision has been made for a laser pulse of constant duration 
and finite length. This capability enables investigation of 
post-pulse phenomena subsequent to a pulse of constant in
tensity. The second enhancement of the optical interaction 
model was to incorporate Quack's theory of infrared laser 
absorption/emission for his cases B and C. 19 

Prior to incorporation of Quack's theory in our model, 
we used a semiempirica1 expression for the absorption cross 
section dependence on vibrational energy.4,6.14,16 

a(E) = uo[1 + E /hvoJ II(A I, (5) 

where Uo is the absorption cross section for all molecules at 
the zero-point energy level, hvo is the laser photon energy, 
and n(A. ) is a parameter that depends on the wavelength of the 
laser. This expression has been used in Master Equation 
treatments of IRMPD with fair success, but recently, Haas 
and co-workers commented on the inadequacies of a Master 
Equation treatment that employed. this type of expression. 2 

In order to reduce the degree of empiricism somewhat, and 
because we also find Eq. (5) to be inadequate for treatment of 
the results obtained in the present work (see below), we im
plemented the Quack formalism for cases B and C. 

Quack has described his statistical-dynamical theory 
extensively in the literaturel9 and we will not attempt to re
peat the details here. His approach is to evaluate the matrix 
elements for laser pumping and stimulated emission using a 
combination of ab initio theory and judicious approxima
tions. The resulting expressions give the optical transition 
rates in terms of physically measurable quantities, with pro
vision for empirical parametrization, where desirable. 

According to Quack,19 the optical transition rates for 
up-pumping from level M to M + 1 for both cases Band C 
are given by the expression 

(6) 

where l)M + I.M is the frequency spacing of effectively cou
pled states in the upper level and I vt + I,M I is the absolute 
value of the matrix element connecting the two levels (each 
microcanonicaI level contains many individual quantum 
states), According to Quack, l); can be related to the total 
density of vibrational states according to the expression 

l); = 21TC/p(E;), (7) 

where c is the speed of light, and piE; ) is the total density of 
vibrational states at the energy oflevel i. The matrix element 
is related to the laser intensity I and the integrated absorp
tion cross section {f udx I, by the expression 

I vo 2 - a/;' E p'(EM}l {fudxl 
M+ I,MI - ~ ( M) (E ) (E )ilE h' (8) 

P M+IP M aVp 

where p'(E) is the density of vibrational states with the 
pumped vibrational mode in the zero level, ilEQ is the level 
width over which the matrix elements are approximately 
constant, and hvp is the energy (expressed in cm -I) of the 
pumped mode. The factor S (EM) allows empirical parame-

trization of the expression; when S (EM) = 1.0, the param
eters are assumed to be independent of internal energy and to 
equal those measured at low intensities. For intensities ex
pressed in W cm -2, state densities in states per cm -I, U in 
cm2

, ilEa in cm-I, and dx in cm- I, the proportionality 
constant is a = 1.509 X lQ33, to express the squared matrix 
element in units ofrad2 S-2. 

The down-pumping rates differ for cases B and C. For 
case B, the down-transition rate from level M to M - 1 is 
given by 

KB _ K p(EM_.l 
M-I,M - M-I,M p(EM) , (9) 

where the factors have been defined. above, For case C, the 
down-transition rate is given by 

where the symbols have the same meanings and units as 
above, and the proportionality constant r is 1.784 X 10-6 for 
the transition rate expressed in s - 1. The crossover from case 
C to case B at low energy and/or low intensity is treated by 
selecting the larger of the two calculated transition rates, as 
described by Quack, 

For 1,1 ,2-trifiuoroethane, the molecular parameters 
needed for use of the Quack expressions are known and are 
summarized in Tables I and II, The expressions can be em
pirically adjusted 19 by treating ilEQ as a parameter used in 
concert with S (E ), as discussed below, Densities of vibration
at states were obtained from exact counts by using the vibra
tional assignment for the molecule and assuming harmonic 
oscillators, For the density of states calculations, the internal 
rotor was treated as a 117 cm - I vibration, 

DISCUSSION 

The two e.xperimental techniques employed in this in
vestigation provide information about the IRMPA process 
over two compMementary internal energy ranges, The optoa
coustic measurements are most accurate for low tluences, or 
when reaction is not important. On the other hand, the 
IRMPD measurements require that molecules be pumped 
above the reaction threshold, and it has been shown that the 
technique provides information mostly about the reaction 
threshold region and above.4,'4,16 

The absorbed energy measurements show little depen
dence on pressure, and thus we conclude that at low pres
sures, where collisional deactivation during the pumping 
process is unimportant, the measurements reflect the aver
age energy of the nascent population, Since the reaction 
threshold energies are about 24 000 em - I, the optoacoustic 
measurements can be interpreted in a straightforward way 
up to (n) z22, Above that value, the extent of decomposi
tion win affect the results in three ways: (1) depletion of the 
parent molecules during the laser pulse will mean fewer pho
tons absorbed, (2) the reaction thermochemistry can affect 
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TABLE I. Molecular properties of 1,1 ,2-trifluoroethane. 

Property Value Reference 

Vibrational frequency assignment 
Heat capacity (C.) 16.29 + 0.033 (T - 300) Gibbs mol- l 

a 
b 
c Lennard-Jones 0' 5.28 A 

Lennard-Jones Elk 325 K 
hvp (pumped mode: vu ) 1076 cm- l 

fadx (5±1)XIO- 18 cm 
Unimolecular reaction parameters (Whitten-Rabinovitch) 

Reaction: A B C 

d 
e 

(hV)TST 
Eent 

TST Zero point energy 
Whitten-Rabinovitch {3 
apa'h X(I± II) 

941.62 
23714 

9751.0 
1.353 
0.65 

917.37 
23714 
9538.5 

1.377 
2.50 

906.77 
24413 
96410 

1.379 
2.02 

·V. F. KaIasinsky, H. V. Anjaria, and T. S. Little, J. Phys. Chern. 86, 1351 (1982). 
bCalcuiated from the vibrational assignment. 
C Estimated using Lyderson's method as described in R. C. Reid and T. K. Sherwood, The Properties o/Gases 
and Liquids, 2nd ed. (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1966). 

d Measured in this work; see FTIR spectrum in Fig. 3 . 
• Whitten-Rabinovitch parameters for the transition states were derived from the detailed transition state 
frequencies given by B. E. HoImes, D. W. Setser, and G. O. Pritchard, Int. J. Chern. Kinet. 8, 215 (1976); 
RRKM k (E )'s were calculated using the TFE state densities and Whitten-Rabinovitch approximation for the 
sums of states. 

the heat release, and (3) the [hot] reaction products produced 
during the pulse, or in previous pulses, may absorb the laser 
light. Inspection of Fig. 5 shows that with 10 Torr argon 
added, (n) >32, much higher than the reaction threshold 
energy. At this high pressure, decomposition is inhibited by 
collisional deactivation of excited molecules and the reac
tant is not depleted. Indeed, the collisional deactivation rate 
is fast enough so that the excited molecules are never 
pumped very high on the energy ladder. 

The absence of a pressure dependence at relatively high 
pressures, where collisional deactivation during the laser 
pulse is important, indicates that the net optical absorption 
rate of the excited molecules does not depend strongly on 
internal energy. Inspection of the 10 Torr added argon data 
set in Fig. 5 shows that it is virtual1y indistinguishable from 
data sets obtained at much lower pressures. More quantita
tive conclusions about the optical pumping process require 
the numerical calculations described below. 

The IRMPD measurements probe molecules pumped 
above the reaction threshold. When the yields are low, the 
decomposing molecules represent only the high energy 
"tail" of the population distribution, which is highly sensi
tive to several effects, including the optical pumping process 
and collisional energy transfer. At sufficiently low pressures, 
homogeneous collisional effects are unimportant, and the 
IRMPD yields reflect the fraction of molecules pumped 
above the reaction threshold that react before deactivation at 

TABLE II. Quack theory fitted parameters. 

Parameter 

Pulse width 
I1EQ 

W 
m 

Value 

125 ± 15 ns 
4±lem- 1 

23700 ± 100 em-I 

20±5 

the walls of the cell. Since drift times to the cell walls are of 
the order of 3 X 10-4 s, the decomposition yield at low pres
sure equals the fraction of molecules that attain energies 
high enough to have specific unimolecular rate constants 
k (E »3 X 16' S-I (i.e., E>26 ()()() cm -I). 

Information about the optical pumping process can be 
obtained from the dependence of the collision-free IRMPD 
yield on fluence. As a class, systems with optical pumping 
properties that can be described by the simple power-law 
equation (5) have decomposition yields that can be plotted 
linearly vs log(fluence) on probability graph paper, as has 
been discussed elsewhere. 14.16 The VLP<!> experimental data 
are presented on such a log-nonnal plot in Fig. 1 and the 
resulting line is dearly curved, indicating that the optical 
pumping is not well described by Eq. (5). The heuristic ap
proach taken in our earlier work in order to account for such 
curvature was to assume that the excited molecules were 
partitioned into two or more population subsets with differ
ent optical pumping parameters. 20 This approach could 
have been taken in the present work, but Quack's more so
phisticated theoryl9 accounts satisfactorily for the experi
mental observations without recourse to the multiple-popu
lation model. 

A more complete discussion of collisional energy trans
fer in this system will appear elsewhere,21 but IRMPD yield 
data obtained with the optoacoustic technique are presented 
in Fig. 2. These results show that, as expected, the low 
fluence data are far more susceptible to collisional effects 
than data obtained at higher fluences. The high energy tail of 
the excited molecule distribution is sensitively affected by 
collisions, even at pressures as low as 35 mTorr. (Note that 
our experimental tests showed that the VLP<P data obtained 
at 20 mTorr were not significantly affected by total pres
sure.) The decreased yield is due almost entirely to "post
pulse" collisional deactivation of excited molecules that 
have energies only a little above the reaction threshold. In 
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addition, mass transport to the cell wall is affected by the 
higher pressures, and the detailed differences in the collision 
efficiency of walls vs gas phase must be taken into account 
for a full description.22 Such a description is feasible, but it is 
beyond the scope of the present work. 

To obtain more quantitative information about the 
pumping process, the Master Equation approach described 
above was utilized and the effects of many parameters were 
investigated. Insofar as possible, experimentally measured 
parameters were used in order to limit the latitude of the 
calculations. Many combinations of assumptions and input 
parameters were investigated to determine whether they 
were consistent with the experimental data, but it was found 
that the two sets of experimental data combined with knowl
edge ofTFE molecular properties constrained the latitude of 
the calculations greatly, and a satisfactory simulation of the 
experiments was difficult to achieve. 

The unsatisfactory attempts at simulation of the experi
ments included the following combinations of assumptions: 

(1) Exponential or square laser pulse used with the pow
er-law absorption cross section in Eq. (5): This combination 
could be made to fit the absorbed energy measurements very 
well by using the measured cross section and adjusting the 
parameter n(..t), but the predicted yield vs fluence results 
were too steep on a log-normal plot, as shown in our prelimi
nary report. 23 Also, the simulated log-normal plot was a 
straight line, unlike the experimental data. 

(2) Exponential laser pulse and Quack's theory with 
S (E) = 1.0: Here, the absorbed energy measurements could 
be wen simulated by varying the parameter AEQ , but the 
predicted reaction yields were much too high. Furthermore, 
the pulse decay time significantly affected the predicted val
ue of (n) at a given fluence. This is because the transition 
between cases Band C depends on laser intensity, and the 
down-pumping rate in case C is much greater than in case B. 
Molecules pumped up, early in the pulse under case B condi
tions, could be rapidly down pumped later in the pulse, when 
the intensity is lower and case C is operative. This effect may 
be observable in carefully designed experiments; its presence 
may indicate that an accurate simulation of the laser pulse is 
necessary for more detailed calculations. 

(3) Square laser pulse and Quack's theory with 
s(E) = 1.0: To simplify the model, a square pulse was as
sumed. This simplified version gave good agreement with 
(n) for suitable choices of tlEQ and the pulse width, but the 
predicted reaction yields were much too high, indicating 
that the average molecules could be well modeled, but the 
high-energy tail of the distribution (that resulted in decom
position) was predicted to be too highly populated. 

Since the Quack theory with S (E) = 1.0 (and appropri
ate choices of 6.EQ and laser pulse width) fitted the experi
mental data on absorbed laser energy very well, our ap
proach was to choose a functional form that gave S (E) = 1.0 
at low internal energies, but allowed simple variations at 
higher energies, A first attempt at a functional form for S (E ) 
incorporated a Lorentzian with "width" and "center" that 
could vary linearly as a function of internal energy, as sug
gested by Quack 19(d) This approach was not successful, al
though nonlinear dependencies on internal energy could 

probably be made to work. Inspection of the infrared spec
trum of TFE (Fig. 3) shows that at least two fundamental 
transitions are important, and a simple Lorentzian is not 
adequate. 

The second attempt at choosing a functional form for 
S (E) was successful. The assumed form incorporates only 
two empirical parameters and it gives t (E ) = 1.0 at low ener
gies: 

s(E)=exp{ -(E/Wtl· (12) 

Although this function is arbitrary and not unique, it pro
vides a smooth transition between the optical properties of 
the molecule at low energies, where they can be measured 
with a spectrometer, and at high energies, where the anhar
monicities may become very significant. 

By a process of trial and error, a combination of param
eters (Table II) was found that gives model simulations in 
good agreement with the experimental data sets, as shown in 
Figs. 1 and 5. The calculated yield vs fl.uence results are in 
excellent agreement with the experimental data over virtual
ly the entire fluence range investigated. The minor discrep
ancy at very low fiuence may be due to experimental artifacts 
and/or to inadequacies of the model for the extremely small 
populations at the highest part of the distribution. The calcu-
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lated curve for (n) vs fluence in Fig. 5 corresponds to an 
assumed argon pressure of 1.0 Torr, and the saturation effect 
due to the function S (E) is clearly seen; at higher pressures, 
molecules are deactivated before reaching such high ener
gies, and the predicted behavior then resembles that ob
served in the experiments with 10 Torr argon. 

The fitted parameters appear to be reasonable, but they 
are not unique, because they depend on the assumed func
tional form for S (E). Within the framework of our assump
tions, however, there is very little latitude for variation of the 
parameters, as indicated by the estimated uncertainties. 

Comparison of the parameters in Table II with the 
known molecular properties of TFE and the experimental 
conditions shows good agreement. For example, the laser 
pulse width of 125 ± 15 ns for a simulated square pulse is 
roughly similar to the typical CO2 TEA laser pulse, which is 
comprised of many irratica11y modulated spikes enclosed by 
an average amplitude envelope consisting of a 100 ns pulse 
with a 1-2", s tail. Also, the parameter AE Q is expected to be 
of the same order as the width of the infrared absorption 
band l9

; in TFE, the laser photons are 4 cm- I out of reso
nance with the V lI Q branch (for the C I conformer, the pre
dominant form in the gas phase) at 1076 cm - 1, which is 
about 2.5 cm- I in width, compared to AEQ = 4 ± 1 cm- I

. 

Most interesting, however, is the fitted value of the param
eter W. 

In Eq. (12), the parameter W is the energy at which 
S (E) = 11 e and the optical coupling matrix element is much 
reduced compared to its value for transitions at low internal 
energies. There can be several reasons for a reduction in 
magnitude of the matrix elements, but a good explanation is 
provided if the transition energies shift away from resonance 
due to anharmonicity. The value of W depends slightly on 
that of the parameter m, but for m = 20, the uncertainty in 
W is quite small. 

The fact that the value of W is so dose to the reaction 
thresholds is highly suggestive that anharmonicity intro
duced by the open reaction channels plays an important role 
in the spectroscopic properties of this highly vibrationally 
excited molecule. Although S (E) is not a unique function, its 
general behavior may provide a good semiquantitative de
scription of the optical matrix elements near the reaction 
thresholds. Based upon our experience in attempting to sim
ulate the experimental data presented here, we conclude 
that, within the framework of the Quack theory, the matrix 
elements must undergo a drastic change near the reaction 
thresholds. If our conclusion is correct, this may be the first 
time the effect has been observed in highly vibrationally ex
cited polyatomic molecules. 

The reactions in TFE are HF eliminations that must 
pass through molecular configurations starting from single
bonded carbon atoms with Sp3 hybridization, through inter
mediate configurations (Le., a transition state), to doubly 
bonded carbon atoms with Sp2 hybridization. The V lI in
frared transition at 1076 cm -I is an asymmetric C-F 
stretching mode, a mode that must be affected by a change in 
hybridization of the carbon atom: as the hybridization 
changes from Sp3 to Sp2, the C-F bond will be slightly 
strengthened, resulting in changes in vibrational frequen-

cies. Specifically, the 1076 cm -I C-F stretch mode frequen
cy in TFE may be compared to the C-F stretch modes in cis
and trans-l,2,-difiuoroethylene (product molecules), which 
have frequencies of 1014,1127,1123, and 1159 cm- 1, far out 
of resonance with the laser photons. Since every C-F bond in 
TFE (even those not directly involved in the HF elimination) 
undergoes a change in hybridization when reaction occurs, it 
is not surprising that the transition matrix elements for the 
C-F stretch modes drastically decrease in magnitude at en
ergies close to the reaction thresholds. 

The primary objective of this work was to determine the 
population distributions produced in TFE by IRMP A. Al
though not unique, the model results probably represent a 
very good approximation to the distribution functions, espe
cially considering the narrow latitudes available for satisfac
tory simulation of the two data sets. The population distribu
tions predicted for several laser fluences are presented in Fig. 
6 along with a plot of s (E ). Note that the 250 cm -1 "binning" 
of the calculated results was for bookkeeping purposes and 
had no effect on the actual calculation. 

The calculated distributions predict that at low and in
termediate fiuences, a significant fraction of molecules re
mains in the initial thermal distribution, but that fraction 
becomes much smaller at higher fluences. At all fluences, the 
initial thermal distribution is translated upwards by integral 
numbers of photon energies, resulting in a series of peaks 
that have about the same width as the initial thermal distri
bution. Also, the overall dispersion of energies is quite large, 
compared to the mean. At high fluences, however, the dis
persion becomes much smaller, as molecules "stack up" at 
high energies, due to the fall off of s (E). On a longer time 
scale, most molecules will decompose, because they have en
ergies greater than the reaction thresholds. 

These population distributions illustrate that IRMP A is 
effective in exciting most molecules in the laser beam and 
that the distributions are quite broad. For effective use of the 
technique in laboratory studies of other molecules, efforts 
are necessary to elucidate the distribution functions pro
duced. Absorbed energy measurements taken alone are not 
sufficient to determine the population distributions, since 
any of the combinations of assumptions described above 
COUld simulate the optoacoustic experiments. 

The combinations of experimental measurements that 
are most effective in constraining the computer simulations 
are those that measure different attributes of the population 
distributions. For example, in the present study, the ab
sorbed energy measurements gave information mostly about 
the mean energy (the first moment of the population distri
bution), while the decomposition yield vs fluence measure
ments probed the high energy tail of the distribution func
tion. In Fig. 7, (E> is plotted as a function of (n) to illustrate 
the direct connection between the first moment of the popu
lation distribution and the experimental observable. Thus, 
the experimental approach can be based on measuring prop
erties that depend on the individual moments of the distribu
tion function sought. 

Some experimental measures that have not been consid
ered here are the chemical reaction branching ratios to form 
the isomeric ethylene products. Branching ratio measure-
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FIG. 7. Calculated values for (E) as a function of(n). Note that the average 
thermal vibrational energy of TFE at 300 K is about 470 em - I. 

ments are quite feasible in many systems and, in many cases, 
can give useful information. In this system, however, the 
reaction threshold energies are so close together that the rel
ative yields are insensitive to smalI variations of the param
eters in Table II. For example, variation of the parameter 
"m"fromm = 15 tom = 25 isca1culated to change the rela
tive yield of 1, l-diftuoroethylene from ;:::0.14 to ;:::0.16. This 
variation is too small to be useful in refining the parameter 
values in the present investigation. 

In the present study, the strategy of using a combination 
of experimental techniques to measure different attributes 
has resulted in information about the population distribu
tions formed by IRMPA. This information will be used in 
subsequent studies of collisional energy transfer 1 and bimo
lecular reactions. In the following paper,7 the cakulated po
pulation distributions are used to predict infrared emission 
intensities, which are then compared to those observed in 
experiments. 
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